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“When Pigs Fly” Children’s Acting Programs

izzie Chazen, acting guru and Chattanooga native, received her Bachelor of Arts
in Theatre from the University of Vermont and went on to study with the Royal
Shakespeare Company in Stratford, England, the Friches Theatre Urbain in Paris, France and
the Lee Strasberg Institute in New York City. Upon returning to Chattanooga in 2009, Lizzie
emerged as a vital part of the teaching community, sharing her energy and positivity at the
Chattanooga Theatre Centre, the Hunter Museum of American Art and Normal Park Middle
School. As an adolescent, Lizzie found that performing arts offered her the opportunity to explore and express her creative self, which would later lead to a lifelong career both on-stage
and in front of the camera. Today, her passion for teaching the true craft of acting and for
providing children with a “safe space to create” has led to the opening of “When Pigs Fly” –
a place where magical things can happen.
Lizzie graduated from the University
of Vermont, where she appeared in seven
productions and directed two shows. She
also studied with the Royal Shakespeare
Company in Paris before heading to
New York City, where she spent three
years auditioning for television commercials and theater roles, performing off
Broadway, participating in professional
workshops, and taking intensive method
acting classes at the Lee Strasberg
Theatre and Film Institute.
While at the University of
Vermont, one of her most challenging
roles was in a comedy called “Beyond
Therapy” where she played a character
who was the complete opposite of her
own personality. This experience along
with her role in the Neil Simon comedy
show “Rumors” at the university helped
her understand comedy as a medium
and timing as an actor’s tool. “It’s not
about being funny,” she says. “It’s about
how funny life can be.” In the spring of
2009, she returned to Chattanooga to play the lead in Tennessee Williams’ Pulitzer Prize
winning masterpiece “A Streetcar Named Desire” at the Chattanooga
Theatre Centre. “I loved Blanche, with her many flaws and the way
she handled the hardships life handed her,” Lizzie says. “I really wanted
to understand such a
complex character, and
for me, it was the role of
a lifetime.” Since she’s returned, she’s done more
than a dozen shows
including “The Primitive
Streak,” which won the
grand prize in the 2010
Biennial Festival of New
Plays. 		
Photos - left: top: “When Pigs Fly” poster; shown as Kate in “The Taming of the Shrew” at the Chattanooga Theater
Center; right, top: publicity photo, center: playing the part of Isabelle’s mother in “Ring Around the Moon” while at the
University of Vermont; and bottom: Prudence in “Beyond Belief” at the University of Vermont.
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